Abstract-Spatial co-location pattern mining refers to the task of discovering the group of objects or events that co-occur at many places. Extracting these patterns from spatial data is very difficult due to the complexity of spatial data types, spatial relationships, and spatial auto-correlation. These patterns have applications in domains including public safety, geo-marketing, crime prediction and ecology. Prior work focused on using the spatial join. While these approaches provide state-of-the-art results, they are very expensive to compute due to the multiway spatial join and scaling them to real-world datasets is an open problem. We address these limitations by formulating the colocation pattern discovery as a clique enumeration problem over a neighborhood graph (which is materialized using a distributed graph database). We propose three new traversal based algorithms, namely CliqueEnum G , CliqueEnumK and CliqueExtend. We provide the empirical evidence for the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms by evaluating them for a large real-life dataset. The three algorithms allow for a trade-off between time and memory requirements and support interactive data analysis without having to recompute all the intermediate results. These attributes make our algorithms applicable to a wide range of use cases for different data sizes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Google generates about 25 PB of data each day, significant portion of which is spatio-temporal data [14] . NASA generates about 4 TB/day of spatial data. Now we have more spatial data than ever, both in terms of quantity and quality. Moreover, with the GPS enabled mobile and hand-held devices, we are able to capture richer geo-location data. Other sources include vehicles with navigation systems and wireless sensors [18] . These spatial datasets are considered nuggets of valuable information [14] and there is significant interest in extracting useful information for applications in geo-marketing, public safety and government services layout.
Spatial Data Mining [12] is the process of discovering interesting and previously unknown, but potentially useful, spatial patterns from large spatial data. These spatial patterns include -spatial outliers, discontinuities, location prediction models, spatial clusters and spatial co-location patterns. Our work in this paper focuses on mining one such pattern i.e., spatial co-location pattern, defined as a set of features that cooccur at many places [13] . For example, in public safety 1 , the co-location pattern {M urder, N arcotics, T hef t} indicates that these three crimes co-occur at many places. Spatial Co-location Pattern (SCP) Mining: Given a set of spatial features and their instances, spatial neighborhood relation and a prevalence threshold, spatial co-location pattern mining finds a set of prevalent co-location patterns.
Majority of approaches for SCP mining [7] , [13] , [16] , [19] - [21] have the common approach described in Figure 1 (a).
Step 1(4) denotes the input(output).
Step 2 (neighborhood enumeration) deals with exploration of neighbors in the spatial domain by multiway joins. Since current approaches use relational databases, they suffer from join pain.
Step 3 deals with prevalence computation, where prevalence is a metric used to ascertain the interestingness of the discovered patterns [13] and it is a computationally expensive step. Steps 2, 3 are iterative in nature and results generated from previous iteration are used in next iteration. The enormous amount of data demands efficient techniques for computation, storage and retrieval of intermediate results. Most approaches, except [18] , are not distributed in nature and scaling out is a major challenge. Moreover, any modification in the neighborhood relation requires a complete re-computation rendering the previous computations useless. As a solution to these issues, we propose leveraging distributed storage and parallel data processing techniques for efficiently mining co-location patterns.
With the advent of distributed graph databases, there is a scope of exploring SCP mining with graph databases by leveraging graph properties to perform efficient neighborhood enumeration. We propose an idea to bring the problem of SCP mining to the graph domain by modeling spatial data as a property graph. We show (in Section III) that SCP mining is equivalent to clique enumeration on the property graph. We term this property graph as the neighborhood graph. By choosing a distributed graph database to realize the neighborhood graph, we develop several techniques for SCP mining. Further, graph based models enables dynamic neighborhood relations as well. In this work we show application of graph databases to discover SCPs, thus, establishing a new and promising field for further explorations to other spatial data mining patterns.
II. RELATED WORK
Approaches for discovering SCPs in the literature can be categorized into two classes, namely apriori algorithm based approaches and non-apriori algorithm based approaches.
Apriori algorithm based approaches [6] - [8] , [10] , [13] , [17] , [19] , [20] focus on creating transactions over space on the basis of spatial relationships (e.g., proximity, etc). Shekhar et al. [13] proposes a join-based approach for SCP mining which uses a hybrid method of geometric and combinatorial approaches to perform neighborhood enumeration. They use generalized-apriori to identify candidate SCPs and prune them using the prevalence threshold based on the apriori property. The major bottleneck of this algorithm is the join step which makes it computationally expensive. After this, different algorithms [16] , [17] , [19] - [21] were proposed to improve upon the efficiency.
Yoo et al. [20] proposes the partial join-based approach to overcome the limitation of the join step. Still the worst-case complexity of their approach is equivalent to the join-based approach. Yoo et al. [19] proposes the join-less approach, which eliminates the necessity of joins by using an instance look-up scheme. While the introduction of star instances avoids joins, but the generation of final SCP instances from them remains a major bottleneck of their approach as in worst case scenario all the star instances of all the sizes need to be checked for probable SCP instances.
In all of the above works, neighborhood constraint is defined by a distance threshold which is the maximal distance allowed between two instances or events for them to be considered as neighbors. Qian et al. [11] proposes a greedy algorithm for SCP mining with dynamic neighborhood constraint.
Arunasalam et al. [3] classifies spatial relationships into four different types -Positive, Negative, Self-Co-location, and Complex. To discover SCPs based upon complex relationships, Verhein et al. [15] proposes non-apriori algorithm based approach. Mohan et al. [9] defines a new type of co-location pattern termed as regional co-location pattern and proposes a neighborhood graph based approach to mine such patterns.
We also use the concept of Neighborhood Graph but unlike [9] , we are interested in enumerating cliques of different sizes over this neighborhood graph. Bron et al. [5] 
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we recall concepts from SCP mining literature [13] and introduce the neighborhood graph.
Basic Concepts: Let F be a set of k boolean spatial features F = {f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f k }. In case of crime database, as shown in Table I , we have F = {M urder, N arcotics, T hef t}. Let D be a set of n feature instances,
where each feature instance is given by a 3-tuple < identif ier, f eature, < latitude, longitude >>. In Table I , we have 10 feature instances and each feature instance is a 3-tuple. For example, d 1 is < M.1, M urder, < lat1, lng1 >>.
Two feature instances d i and d j are neighbors in the spatial domain if they satisfy the neighborhood relation. We define the neighborhood relation in terms of the great-circle distance or orthodromic distance. So two feature instances d i and
f eature. R δ is defined as the distance threshold and is a domain specific constant. For a feature instance l, we define a neighborhood set, N , as a set of feature instances I = {i 1 , i 2 , · · · , i n }, ∀i k ∈ I, l and i k are neighbors.
A SCP is a subset of spatial feature set F . We have I = {i 1 , i 2 , · · · , i n } as the row instance of a SCP, C = {f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f n }, of size n if i j is an instance of feature f j (∀j ∈ 1, 2, · · · , n) and ∀x, y ∈ I, x and y are neighbors. For a SCP, C, table instance is the collection of all its row instances. The participation ratio, pr(C, f i ), for a feature f i of a SCP, C, is defined as the fraction of instances of f i that participate in any row instance of C. Formally,
Weapon Violation < lat8, lng8 > M. 3 Murder < lat9, lng9 > M. 4 Murder < lat10, lng10 > where π is a relational database projection operation. The participation index of a SCP, C, is defined as min i {pr(C, f i )}.
Neighborhood Graph: We model the neighborhood relation, associated with feature set F, as a property graph G =< V, E > where each vertex in V is a feature instance from D and each edge in E is a pair of vertices from V satisfying the neighborhood relation. We term this property graph as the Neighborhood Graph. An edge between vertices corresponding to feature f i and f j is labelled as
We define
∃ an edge between every consecutive pair of vertices in CandidateClique C and also between v i1 and v in .
We define Clique C = {v i1 , v i2 , · · · , v in } as clique instance of a SCP, C, in G if Clique C is CandidateClique C and v x and v y are connected by an edge, ∀v x , v y ∈ Clique C . We state the following lemma without proof. Lemma 1: Clique instance in neighborhood graph is equivalent to a row instance of a SCP.
Algorithm 1 Neighborhood Graph Construction
for vertex v V do E = E ∪ {e} 11: end for 12: end for
IV. NEIGHBORHOOD GRAPH CONSTRUCTION
Let G(V, E) be a neighborhood graph which we materialize using a graph database. As, G is an instance of the property graph model, we have property-value pairs assigned to both Table I vertices and edges in G. Algorithm 1 shows the steps involved in constructing the G. The input is a spatial dataset D and neighborhood relation (in terms of distance threshold R δ ). Figure 2 is the neighborhood graph constructed for spatial crime dataset shown in Table I . There are three main steps:
Step 1: Vertex creation and insertion (Line 2-5): This step initializes all the vertices for G. It uses the createV ertex method which takes a feature instance d i from D as the input and returns a vertex v such that value of each attribute corresponding to instance d i in D becomes a property corresponding to the vertex v in V . For example, we have as instance d 1 as < M.1, M urder, < lat1, lng1 >> of type < identif ier, f eature, location > and corresponding v has 3 property-value pairs "InstanceID": M.1, "Feature": Murder and "Location": < lat1, lng1 > as shown in Figure 2 .
Step 2: Neighborhood Exploration (Line 7): This step finds all the pair of vertices that satisfy the neighborhood relation. We have N eighbors(v i , v j ) → T rue if both the vertices satisfy the Euclidean Norm i.e., v i .location−v j .location ≤ R δ where "location" is a property of vertices. It uses the searchN eighbors method which takes a vertex v as input and returns a set of vertices V such that each vertex v in V is a neighbor of v.
Step 3 Edge creation and insertion (Line 8-11): This step generates all the edges for the graph. It uses the createEdge method which takes vertices v and v as input and either returns an edge instance or returns null. It returns an edge if v.f eature ≺ v .f eature where "feature" is a property of vertices. In this case, the edge is labeled as v i .f eature : v j .f eature. Also the distance between v and v is set as a property of the corresponding edge. Otherwise null is returned. A partial ordering is defined among the features. For our sample database we use lexicographic ordering.
V. METHODOLOGY
We discussed about neighborhood graph construction, G, and also saw that a row instance of a SCP is equivalent to a clique instance in G. So enumerating all row instances of a SCP is equivalent to enumerating all clique instances on G. Enumerating clique instances works in two steps: 1) Candidate clique instance enumeration.
2) Candidate clique instance validation. We propose three algorithms to generate prevalent SCPs. These algorithms differ in terms of how the above two steps of enumerating clique instances gets executed.
1) CliqueEnum G -Enumerate candidate clique instances for size-k SCPs based upon the traversal on G and then validate these candidates for clique instances using traversal on G.
2)
for candidate ∈ candidateColocations do 9: candidateCycles = getCycles(G, candidate) 10: for cycle ∈ candidateCycles do 11: if isClique(G, cycle) then 12: store(cycle) Line 2-4 Set of size 1 (singleton) co-locations is just the set of features, F , and the SCP instances are the vertices in the G. The participation index of all singleton SCP is 1 so all of them are prevalent by default.
Line 6 Set of candidate SCPs is generated using the aprioriGen method (as described in [2] ). Failure to generate prevalent SCPs leads to early termination of the algorithm. As mentioned earlier, a partial ordering is maintained when labeling edges in E. The same ordering is used when generating candidate SCPs (to avoid redundant computations).
Line 8-9 For each candidate SCP, a set of candidate clique instances is generated. These candidate clique instances correspond to cycles in the G and are enumerated by traversal over the G. For a SCP, C = {f i1 , · · · , f i k }, a graph traversal query of the form: G.getV ertices("f eature", f i1 ).traverseEdges(f i1 :f i2 ) · · · .traverseEdges(f i1 : f i k ).f ilter(based on starting vertex) .path(instanceid) is executed. So start traversing G from vertices with feature f i1 , then move along the edges labeled as f i1 : f i2 to reach vertices with feature f i2 and continue traversing until we encounter vertices with feature f i k . Then traverse along the edges labeled as f i1 : f i k to reach vertices with feature f i1 and then filter the path traversed till now on the basis of the starting vertices so that we enumerate all size-k cycles for the given SCP. We leverage path() operator to keep track of the traversal. Further, the edges were labeled when constructing G and the underlying graph database indexes the labels, making this traversal query very fast. This query is triggered by the getCycles method.
Line 10-14 For each SCP instance (represented as a cycle in G), we validate if the cycle forms a clique by traversing over G again (this traversal is executed by isClique method). A short circuit condition is placed for size-2 and size-3 as all edges and triangles are trivially cliques. In line 12, we store cliques in form of set of unique instances of each feature type occurring in the co-location.
Line 15-17 computes prevalence of candidate SCP using the set of unique instances of each feature type (which were saved in line 12). Clique Enumeration (Line 8) and Clique Validation (Line 11) can be executed in parallel and Algorithm 2 can be scaled horizontally, provided the underlying storage supports execution of queries in parallel.
B. CliqueEnum K Algorithm
CliqueEnum K is a partial traversal based algorithm as only the first step -candidate clique enumeration involves traversal on G. Second step, validating candidate cliques, is performed by looking up a key-value store which stores clique instances for size k − 1 SCPs. For size k − 1 clique instance, the key is defined to be the first k − 2 vertices and the value is the last vertex. Explanation of the detailed steps of the Algorithm 3:
Line 2-4 These are same as lines 2-4 for Algorithm 2. Line 5-6 Two key-value stores instantiated to store clique instances. M current stores the clique instances validated in the current iteration while M previous stores the clique instances validated in the previous iteration and used for validating cliques in the subsequent iteration.
Line 7-9 These are same as lines 5-7 for Algorithm 2. Line 11-25 These are similar to lines 8-19 for Algorithm 2 with two major modifications. First, the candidate clique instances of size k are validated using the clique instances of size k − 1 stored in M previous (line 15). Consider Table  II for the following example. We have candidate SCP X = Algorithm 3 CliqueEnum K Algorithm Require: Neighborhood Graph G(V, E), minP rev, k Ensure: prevalentColocations -a key-value store where the value for key k corresponds to an ordered set of prevalent co-locations of size k 1: prevlanetColocations[1] = newOrderedSet() 2: for vertex v ∈ V do for candidate ∈ candidateColocations do 12: candidateCycles = getCycles(G, candidate)
13:
M temp = new KeyV alueStore() 14: for cycle ∈ candidateCycles do 15: if validateClique(M previous, cycle) then M previous = M current 25: end for {M urder, N arcotics, T hef t, W eapon V iolation} under consideration. For this SCP, we get candidate clique instances as {M.1, N.1, T.1, W.1} using traversal on G (as mentioned in line 12). For validating this candidate clique instance we look for < Key : {M.1, N.1}, V alue : T.1 > and < Key : {M.1, N.1}, V alue : W.1 > clique instances in the key-value store corresponding to SCP {M urder, N arcotics, T hef t} and {M urder, N arcotics, W eapon V iolation} respectively. As both key-value pairs are present, candidate clique instances {M.1, N.1, T.1, W.1} forms a clique. This logic is encoded in the validateClique method. A short circuit condition is used for size-2 and size-3 clique instances just like in Algorithm 2.
The second modification being the clique instances are stored in M temp in the form of key-value pairs as demonstrated in Table II . Further, clique enumeration (line 12) and clique validation (line 15) can be executed in parallel provided the underlying storage supports execution of queries in parallel and Algorithm 3 can also be scaled horizontally.
C. CliqueExtend Algorithm
CliqueExtend is a partial traversal based algorithm as only the second step, i.e., validation of candidate clique instances involves traversal on G. First step of candidate clique enumer- for candidate ∈ candidateColocations do 12: candidateCliques = generateCliques(M previous, candidate) 13: M temp = new KeyV alueStore() 14: for candidateClique ∈ candidateCliques do 15: if lookupEdge(G, candidateClique) then M previous = M current 25: 
Line 1-11 remains same as for Algorithm 3. Line 12 We propose a new technique for generating size k candidate clique instance from two k − 1 clique instances stored in M previous. Consider Table II for following example. We want to enumerate candidate clique instances for SCP X = {M urder, N arcotics, T hef t, W eapon V iolation}. We consider clique instances of SCP X1 = {M urder, N arcotics, T hef t} and X2 = {M urder, N arcotics, W eapon V iolation}. We have key {M.1, N.1} present in key-value stores of both SCPs X1 and X2, thus, candidate clique instance(s) for SCP X is(are) {M.1, N.1, T.1, W.1}. So this way we can enumerate all possible candidate clique instances for size k using two clique instances of size k − 1. This logic is encoded in the generateCycles method.
Line 13-25 remains same as for Algorithm 2 with one modification. Instead of using the validateClique method (from Algorithm 2), the lookupEdge method is used to validate if the candidateClique is indeed a clique. Just like the previous two algorithms, clique enumeration (line 12) and clique validation (line 5) can be executed in parallel and Algorithm 3 can also be scaled horizontally.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
We used real world crime dataset of City of Chicago, USA [1] for all our experiments. The data consists of crime incidents with primary crime type, address of crime incident (lat and long), date and time when crime incident occurred. We used data corresponding to 30 thousand incidents spread across 33 distinct crime types. We used Titan [4] , a scalable, distributed graph database, to materialize and store the neighborhood graph. We use Titan with the Cassandra as our back-end store as most of our queries are read queries. It ensures availability, partition tolerance and eventual consistency. We partition the graph using the edge cut strategy to minimize internode communication during edge traversal. We use MongoDB as our key-value store as it supports multi-granularity locks at global, database and collection level. This level of granularity is crucial for our algorithms to execute in parallel so that the read and write operations for different candidate co-locations do not block on each other. We use Elastic cluster to index Titan.
In Figure 3 we compare the edge insertion time using singlethreaded and multi-threaded implementation. Since Elastic is distributed in nature, multi-threaded implementation beats single-threaded implementation. Finally, we compare neighborhood exploration time in following scenarios : 1) Neighborhood Exploration using Edge Traversal 2) Neighborhood Exploration using Single-threaded exectution of geo-range query 3) Neighborhood Exploration using Multi-threaded exectution of geo-range query We observe (Table III) that edge traversal is orders of magnitude faster than both kind of geo-range query. This provides the motivation for inserting edges in the neighborhood graph instead of using geo-range queries every time. Now we report the run time analysis results of our proposed algorithms. We have three user-defined parameters as shown in Table IV . For experiments in this section, we fix two of the three parameters to their default value and vary the remaining parameter over its range. For all these experiments, we have implemented multi-threaded version of proposed algorithms with the Java thread pool size set to 48.
A. Varying the number of vertices (N) in G Table V shows the variation of time taken (in seconds) to generate co-location patterns till size 4 vs. N . We in- crease N in steps of 10 4 . As N increases, the time taken by all the three algorithms increases. The rationale behind this observation is that with increasing number of vertices, we have more neighbors to enumerate and more candidate clique instances to validate as compared to case where the number of vertices is less. Observe that CliqueExtend algorithm performs consistently better than the CliqueEnum G which in turn performs better than CliqueEnum K . Also note that as N increases, the performance difference between the three approaches increases, making CliqueExtend the clear winner. 
C. Varying the threshold distance (R)
Table VII shows the variation of time taken to generate SCPs till size 4 vs. R. As R increases, the time taken by all the three algorithms increases as the number of edges in G increases. CliqueExtend algorithm performs better than CliqueEnum G which is better than the CliqueEnum K . D. Run time analysis corresponding to each iteration Table VIII shows the variation of time taken (in seconds) to generate SCP of varying sizes for the three different algorithms. As the SCP size increases, time taken by CliqueEnum G and CliqueEnum K increases significantly as compared to CliqueExtend algorithm. For size 2 and 3, time taken by CliqueExtend is slightly more than other algorithms which can be explained by write overhead associated with services like MongoDB. CliqueExtend algorithm performs better than CliqueEnum G which is better than CliqueEnum K . Table IX shows the variation of time taken for constructing a new graph vs. the time taken to construct incrementally upon the existing graph (update) when the threshold distance changes. N is fixed at 20, 000. The threshold distance is updated in constant steps of size 0.1 km. The updation time for R = 0.5 km is the time taken to construct the graph with threshold distance of 0.5 km from existing graph with its distance threshold set as 0.4 km. Note that graph updation time is much less than graph creation time and we can vary the threshold distance to 0.5 km without doing all the computations again. This enables to perform interactive analysis by varying threshold distance.
E. Dynamic Neighborhood Constraint
Discussion The general observation in terms of performance is CliqueExtend > CliqueEnum G > CliqueEnum K .
For discovery of size k SCPs, both CliqueEnum G and CliqueEnum K traverse graph to generate the candidate clique instances (cycles in these two cases). For validating these instances for cliques, CliqueEnum G performs O(k 2 ) edge look-ups on G while CliqueEnum K performs only 2 lookup over a MongoDB database. The multiple edge look-ups outperform the 2 look-ups over MongoDB primarily because in the case of MongoDB, the key is first k − 1 vertices of the clique instance while in the case of G, the look-ups are only size 1 elements of the clique instance. In case of CliqueExtend and CliqueEnum G , CliqueExtend benefits from faster clique validation. For CliqueEnum G , clique candidate instances are cycles and hence O(k 2 ) edge lookups are needed. But in the case of CliqueExtend, candidate cliques are more strongly connected than the case of cycles and a single edge look-up is sufficient to validate whether the candidate is a clique or not. Notice that while CliqueExtend is much faster than CliqueEnum G , it also needs more storage as it needs to store all the size k−1 clique instances (which are used for generating size k clique instances) unlike CliqueEnum G which generates clique instances using graph traversal. In that way CliqueExtend provides a memory-speed tradeoff.
Our algorithms support interactive user analysis based on varying distance threshold as graph update works orders of magnitude faster than graph creation.
VII. CONCLUSION
We present a novel perspective to SCP mining -"Developing techniques for SCP mining using Graph Database". We introduced the concept of neighborhood graph and modeled it as a property graph which we materialize using Titan graph database. We proposed three algorithms for SCP mining using graph database -CliqueEnum G , CliqueEnum K and CliqueExtend. We implemented a multi-threaded version of proposed algorithms and our results established that CliqueExtend performs the best followed by CliqueEnum G and CliqueEnum K .
Our algorithm supports interactive-user analysis and the neighborhood constraint parameters can be varied over a range.
We leveraged a key-value store to either enumerate candidate cliques or to validate them -but not for both. Exploring the possibility of a fully key-value store based approach is part of future work. Here, we focused on the spatial aspect of SCP mining. A natural extension would be in the domain of spatial data mining wherein our neighborhood graph can be leveraged to suit the requirements of respective domains.
